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CSL A-Meet procedures using  

Meet Manager & TeamUnify 
 

This document provides a basic guide for running a two team A-Meet (aka Dual Meet or League 

Meet).   

 

Both teams must have already loaded their teams and swimmers into TeamUnify. 

 

1. BOTH TEAMS DOWNLOAD MEET FILES.  The first set of tasks is for both teams to 

obtain the meet database and the events file and verify the correctness. 

 

This set of tasks should be completed by Noon on the Wednesday before the A-Meet. 

 

 Create a directory in which you will place all electronic artifacts for this meet 

 

 Download the meet database and events file for your meet from the CSL website 

(http://csl.nvblu.com).  Place the files in the directory you just created.  

 

 Open Meet Manager and load the meet database via File | Open / New. 

 

 Perform basic setup verification for the meet via Set-up | Meet Set-up. 

   

o Verify that the Meet Name has the correct teams and format, e.g., A-Meet 

FG@CHD 

o Update the Facility Name, City, State / Province, Postal Code, and Country as 

desired 

o Verify the Age-Up Date, Start Date and End Date for the meet 

o Verify that the correct Course is set for the meet (SC Meters or Yards) 

 

 Go to Events | Sessions, and verify that the course type (S or Y) is correct for each 

session. 

 

 Your A-meet should contain two sessions.  One session has the 53 standard scored A-

Meet events.  These are mandatory and feature the four individual stroke events in all 

age groups ranging from 8&U through 15-18, plus medley relays in those same age 

groups, plus the two mixed age relays and the mixed age/mixed gender relay.  This 

mailto:CHD@SRD
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session also contains optional 6&U events in Free and Back.  

 

The other session has optional IM events from 8&U through 15-18.   

 

It is not a problem if you decide not to run some or all of the un-scored events, such 

as 6&U and IMs.  

 

 

2. HOME TEAM SETS UP MEET MOBILE.  This set of tasks consists of the initial steps for 

setting up Meet Mobile for the meet. 

 

Prerequisite:  Before you decide to use Meet Mobile, ensure that internet access will be available 

at the scorers table, either via WiFi at the pool, via a smart phone  set up as a “hot 

spot”, or via some other means. 

 

 Open Meet Manager and load the meet database of interest of via File | Open / New 

 

 Navigate to Set-Up | Meet Mobile 2.5 Publishing | Settings tab. 

 

 If you don’t intend to use Meet Mobile for your meet, set the Not interested in 

publishing Meet Mobile for this meet checkbox and hopefully you won’t see this 

window any more for this meet. 

 

 Otherwise, keep the checkbox clear and make choices regarding… 

 

o Full Meet Data versus Restrict Heat Sheet Data  

o Free Heat Sheets versus Set mobile program price 

o Click View Contract to Agree, fill out the form, and click Agree to return the 

original form 

o Click Confirm 

o Navigate to the Publish tab 

o Select scoring and timeline publishing preferences 

o Click Publish General Meet Information 

 

 Exit the screen 

 

 

3.  SELECT AND ENTER SWIMMERS.  The next set of tasks will import the events into 

TeamUnify, select swimmers for each event, export the entries, export your roster, export your 

records, and create time card labels. 

 

 Prerequisite:  Team and athletes have been entered into TeamUnify. 

 

 Log in into TeamUnify 
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 If you haven’t yet created a “TeamUnify event” for this meet, do so via Events | New 

Event. 

 

 On the Event Edit screen, set the radio button for Allow On-line Reg: Meet 

Manager/Meet Events file to allow On-Line meet entry. 

 

 Set the radio button for Import Meet Events file below, import the events you 

generated above, and click Save Changes.   

 

 Navigate back to Events, find the event for this meet, and click Edit Commitment.   

 

 Click on the link containing the name of the meet and click the Edit button.  Verify 

and modify as needed the information there.   

 

In particular, you might want to change the Course Order for the meet.  For 

example, a meter pool team which visited a yard pool earlier in the season might 

choose not to use the yard times (converted to meters) for a meter pool meet later in 

the season.  Hence, they would set Course Order to SO instead of S. 

 

 Check the value Event Declaration Setting.  If it’s set to Commit by Session, 

you’re good to go.  If not, click the Edit link, set the dropdown for Allow Athletes to 

commit by Event? to No, and click Save Changes.   

 

 Swimmers/parents now have the ability to commit to the meet or decline the meet.  

You now have at least a couple of strategies as to how to you will reckon availability 

for the meet. 

 

o Ask unavailable swimmers to decline the meet.  When it’s time to set your lineup, 

assume that all other swimmers are available and declare them as such via Edit 

Commitment | Undeclared Athletes, where you can check the global checkbox 

and click the Multi-Commit to Attend button. 

 

o Ask available swimmers to commit to the meet.  When it’s time to set your 

lineup, assume that all other swimmers are unavailable and declare them as such 

via Edit Commitment | Undeclared Athletes, where you can check the global 

checkbox and click the Decline Seleted button. 

 

 On the Edit Commitment screen, choose the Committed Athletes and IE – By 

Event tabs 

 

 Click one of the individual events and choose the radio button which aligns with your 

availability reckoning strategy.  For example, for the two strategies above it makes 

sense to set the Show only COMMITTED athletes radio button.   

 

Note that if you’d like to enter swim-ups into this event, now is the time to set the 

Show SWIM-UP Athletes checkbox. 
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Click Next. 

 

 The following screen shows all eligible swimmers for the event.  Check the 

checkboxes next to the swimmers you are entering in this event and click Save 

Changes. 

 

 Repeat the steps above for the other thirty-nine individual events. 

 

 When you create entries via IE – By Event, the entries are automatically approved.   

 

If you decided to use IE – By Athlete to create entries, you’ll need to approve those 

entries on the IE – By Athlete screen by checking the checkbox next to each 

unapproved entry and clicking Approve.  

 

 Go to the Relay Teams tab on the Edit Commitment screen. 

 

 For the first relay age group medley relay event, use either the Auto Find link or the 

Manual Add link to create your relay(s) for the event. 

 

 Repeat for the other nine age group medley relay events. 

 

 For the two mixed age freestyle relays and the mixed age /mixed gender medley relay 

events, use the Manual Add link to create your relay(s) for the events. 

 

 After you’ve created all of your relays, click the Select All button under Relay 

Teams, and click Approve Teams.  (Currently, this step appears to not impact your 

entries export is therefore unnecessary.  That said, it won’t hurt to do it, and it might 

be necessary at some point.) 

 

 Toward the top of the Edit Commitment screen, click the Entry Report link in the 

Report area.  At the bottom of the next screen, set Sort By to Event #, click 

Generate Report Now, and save the resulting PDF to the directory you created for 

this meet.  Repeat the process, this time setting Sort By to Athlete Name. 

 

Print copies of these and bring them to the meet for people who can use them – 

coaches, Clerks of Course, and team area workers. 

 

 Toward the top of the Edit Commitment screen, click Generate Entry Files in the 

Export area.   

 

If you entered swimmers in 6&Under events, you’ll be presented with two export 

options, Standard and Extended.  Click the Save Extended SD3 File button, and 

save the file in the directory you created for this meet.   

 

If you did not enter swimmers in 6&Under events, click the Save Standard SD3 File 

button, and save the file in the directory you created for this meet.   
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You might want to improve the file name. 

 

 Navigate to Team Admin | Account/Member Admin and click the Members tab.  

Adjust your filters so that the member list consists of your current roster.  Check the 

global checkbox, click Export | Export SDIF, and save the file to the directory you 

created for this meet. 

 

By exporting your roster in this way for import into Meet Manager, you will ensure 

that all your swimmers end up in the meet file, even those for whom you didn’t print 

time cards.  Then if a swimmer does show up at the meet as a deck entry she will 

already be in the meet file.  This will save you the time, toil, and trouble of creating a 

new athlete in Meet Manager while the meet is running on a Wednesday evening.  

 

 Start Meet Manager 

 

 Open the meet database you downloaded from the CSLwebsite 

 

 Import the meet entries for your team via File | Import | Entries.  Because you are 

importing a file that is not Hy-Tek proprietary, you’ll need an internet connection to 

do this.   

 

 Import the roster for your team via File | Import | Entries.  Ignore the exception 

report… it’s, uh, normal.  Again, you’ll need an internet connection to import the file. 

 

 Export your entries in Hy-Tek format via File | Export | Entries for Meet Manager 

Merge of same meet (.HY3) 
 

 Export your roster in Hy-Tek format via File | Export | Athletes / Teams / Email 

(.HY3) 
 

 The good thing about these latest two exports is that you don’t need an internet 

connection to import them into Meet Manager.  Copy the two exports above to a flash 

drive.  Bring that flash drive to the meet with you, just in case something like one of 

the following occurs: 

 

o You’re the away team, and there’s no internet connection at the pool 

o You’re the home team but your main computer crashes and you end up needing to 

use a backup computer that doesn’t have all your latest stuff on it 

o Any number of other Murphy’s Law scenarios 

 

 Bring your meet entries, your roster, and (optionally) your records to the meet on 

Saturday on a flash/thumb drive.  Communicate with the other team well in advance 

of the meet to ensure that your computers can communicate.  If you are the visitor, 

bring your laptop and printer to the meet as backups.   
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 If you are the away team, it is a very good idea to bring duplicate infrastructure to the 

meet – computer with Hy-Tek and printer driver loaded, printer, paper, toner.  

Everything you’ll need if disaster strikes. 

 

 

4. (OPTIONAL) PRE-PRINT TIME CARDS BEFORE THE MERGE.  This set of tasks 

allows teams to pre-print time cards prior to the morning of the meet. 

  

Prerequisite:  Entries have been created in TeamUnify. 

 

 Start Meet Manager and, if necessary, load this week’s meet via File | Open 

 

 Make a copy of the meet via copy via File | Save As and use this copy of the meet for 

this activity.   

 

 Import the meet entries for your team only into Meet Manager via File | Import | 

Entries.   

 

 Navigate to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab.  Drag your 

team to the appropriate lanes – odd lanes if you’re the home team, even lanes if 

you’re the away team.  You should set the Use Lanes Assignments Above and Strict 

Assignment All Heats checkboxes. 

 

 Go to the Seeding screen.  Highlight Session 1 in the Session List and set the 

checkboxes for events 1 through 40.  

 

 Click Start Seeding.    

 

 Navigate back to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab.  

Rearrange and/or eliminate lanes so that… 

 

o Exhibition relays are in the outside lanes 

o Each team is in its own side of the pool 

 

For example, if you’re the home team in a six-lane pool, you should set up lanes 1 

and 3 for your relays. 

 

 Go back to Seeding screen, select Session 1 in the Session List, set the checkboxes 

for events 63, and 41 through 52 and click Start Seeding.  

 

 If you have already entered swimmers into IMs… 

 

o Go back to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab again.  

Clear the Use Lanes Assignments Above and Strict Assignment All Heats 

checkboxes that you set earlier. 
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o Go to Seeding, highlight Session 2, select all the IM events and then click Start 

Seeding to seed the IM events.  

 

 Go to Labels | Entry Cards/Labels, highlight All in the Session List, select all the 

events you seeded and then click Create Labels.   

 

 When the meet is seeded on Saturday morning, swimmers with identical seed times 

(this includes NT swimmers) may not end up in the same lanes from the night before.  

Be mindful that you may need to markup some time cards. 

 

 

5. HOME TEAM PREPARE FOR AND RUN THE MEET.  The fifth set of tasks is to import 

the entries and rosters (and records files if available) from both teams into Meet Manager, set up 

lane assignments, seed the meet, print meet programs, time cards and possibly lane/timer sheets, 

run the meet, print results, print award labels, backup the meet, and export the meet results.  

 

Prerequisites:  Both teams have created their entries in TeamUnify, exported rosters, made any 

last-minute pre-merge changes in TeamUnify, and exported entries.    

 

*** Instead of making last minute lineup changes in your team platform and re-exporting, teams 

now have the option of pre-documenting post-merge changes in writing prior to the merge.  

This is to accommodate web-based teams who need web access to make lineup changes.  

Although the rule change was made for web-based teams, you don’t have to be a web-based 

team to use it. 

 

Each change must be documented with the affected event, the swimmer being added to the 

event, and the swimmer being removed from the event if there is one.  Note that you don’t 

need to do this for scratches and relays. 

 

 Open Meet Manager and ensure that the correct meet is loaded 

 

 Import the meet entries for both teams into Meet Manager.   

 

Note that this is a critical moment under the CSL meet rules – it is the so-called 

“computer merge” after which each team may make only five uncontested 

substitutions to individual events.  It is best to check with your coach before merging 

to make sure that all the necessary swimmers are present and so forth.  

 

If the entries came from Team Manager, use File | Import | Entries. 

 

If the entries came from Meet Manager (originally from TeamUnify), use File | 

Import | Merge Entries (MM to MM). 

 

If the entries came directly from TeamUnify, use File | Import | Entries.  Internet 

connection required. 
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 Import the rosters for both teams in Meet Manager.  (It does not matter whether you 

give them competitor numbers.  It does not matter if you match on LSC.) 

 

If the roster came from Team Manager, use File | Import | Rosters Only.   

 

If the roster came from Meet Manager (originally from TeamUnify), use File | 

Import | Rosters Only. 
 

If the roster came directly from TeamUnify, use File | Import | Entries.  Internet 

connection required.     

 

 After entries are imported, it is a very good idea to spot check a couple of them to 

make sure that you imported the correct entries file.  A common choice would be to 

recall one of your last minute lineup changes from the previous day, and then check 

the meet to make sure it is there. 

 

 Apply any pre-documented changes via the Athletes screen.  For each swimmer 

being added to an event, highlight that swimmer in the list and click the checkbox for 

that event.  You can also type a seed time in the Entry Time field if you have one 

handy.  For each swimmer being removed from an event, highlight that swimmer in 

the list and clear the checkbox for that event. 

 

 Again, don’t forget that last minute changes can affect lane assignments.  If you 

printed your time cards the night before be sure to correct them as required. 

 

 (Optional) Import team records as desired via File | Import | Records.  On the 

records screen that appears click Import from the main menu, then use the ensuing 

Import Records dialog box to navigate to and open the records file of interest. 

 

Each record set you import will appear in the list at the bottom of the records screen.  

For each one you add to the list, double-click it to open the Edit Record Tag Name 

dialog box, then choose a Flag (don’t use ‘@’, which is reserved for CSL records) 

and choose the team to which those records apply in the Records Only For 

dropdown list. 

 

 Navigate to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab.  Either 

double-click teams or drag teams into lanes so that the host team is in the odd 

numbered lanes and the visiting team is in the even numbered lanes.  You should set 

the Use Lanes Assignments Above and Strict Assignment All Heats checkboxes. 

 

 Go to the Seeding screen.  Highlight session 1 in the Session List.  Check events 1 

through 40 in the list of events.  Click Start Seeding.    

 

If you set the Preview each Event checkbox before starting to seed, you will see each 

event on screen as it is seeded – but you will have to click to dismiss dozens of  

preview boxes on the screen.  Another way to check for too many entries in an event 
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is to go to Reports | Program, and scan for any event with more than heats than you 

expect. 

 

 Navigate back to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab.  

Rearrange and/or eliminate lanes so that… 

 

o Exhibition relays are in the outside lanes 

o Each team is in its own side of the pool 

 

In a six-lane pool you should set up lanes 1 and 3 for the home team and lanes 4 and 6 

for the away team.  In an eight-lane pool you should set up lanes 5 and 7 for the home 

team and lanes 4 and 2 for the away team. 

 

 Go to the Seeding screen.  Highlight session 1 in the Session List.  Check events 63 

and 41 through 52 in the list of events.  Click Start Seeding. 

 

 Go to Reports | Meet Program and print the meet program to a PDF file. Make sure 

Session 1 is selected so that Event 63 shows as the first event in the program.  Open 

the PDF in Adobe Reader or whatever, and leave it open. 

 

 From Adobe Reader (or whatever) print two meet programs – one for each team – 

and peruse it for a minute or so to make sure things look good.  If there are problems, 

fix them. 

 

 After you get a thumbs-up from both sides, the merge is considered complete. 

 

 Print meet programs from Adobe Reader or whatever.  Don’t forget to collate.   

 

You’ll need a lot of them, so you might find double-column or triple-column to be the 

best format.  Starter, Referee, Clerk of Course, Coaches, Team Reps, Scorers, and 

Stroke&Turn judges should all receive copies of the meet program. 

 

 If you didn’t print time card labels the night before, go to Labels | Entry 

Cards/Labels, highlight session 1 in the Session List, select all Free/Back/Breast/Fly 

and Relay events and then click Create Labels.  Enlist some aid to affix the labels to 

the time cards, keeping them in Event/Lane order.  Give the sorted stack of labeled 

time cards to the Clerk of Course or Team Reps, whatever is appropriate for the teams 

involved. 

 

 Navigate to Set-Up | Entry / Scoring Preferences and select the 2 or 3+ Double 

Dual tab.  Click the red button, click checkboxes as appropriate, and click Save. 

 

 Navigate to Run | Preferences | Team Scores on the Run Menu Screen, click 

checkboxes as desired, and click Close. 

 

 If either team entered swimmers into IMs ahead of time, now’s the time to seed the 

IM events.  Return to Set-up | Seeding Preferences and select the Dual Meets tab.  
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Clear the Use Lanes Assignments Above and Strict Assignment All Heats 

checkboxes that you set earlier. 

 

 Go to Seeding, highlight session 2, select all IM events and then click Start Seeding 

to seed the these events.  Even though IM events are “unseeded”, you still have to 

seed them.  It’s probably easier for all involved if you don’t ask why. 

 

While still on the Seeding screen you can highlight one of the IM events and then 

click Preview.  You’ll see that all the swimmers are listed in one big heat, ordered by 

entry time.  You’ll see later that this is Hy-Tek’s way of making entry of times easier. 

 

 If you chose to publish the meet to Meet Mobile, navigate to the Set-up | Meet 

Mobile 2.5 Publishing | Publish tab.   Click the Publish Psych Sheets and Heat 

Sheets button or the Publish Pysch Sheets button, whichever appears. 

 

 If you chose to publish the meet to Meet Mobile, navigate to Run | Meet Mobile.  Set 

the Activate the Meet Mobile System checkbox if you’d like results to be 

automatically sent to Meet Mobile.  Otherwise, clear the checkbox.  Regardless of 

your choice, you’ll be able to push results to Meet Mobile during the meet by 

pressing Ctrl-M on your keyboard. 

 

 As time cards for the main part of the meet begin arriving, go to the Run screen and 

start entering times.  Click on an event from the Event List in the upper left of the 

screen. Click the Sessions : F7 button at the left side of the times block and select the 

correct session.  The six (or eight) swimmers entered in the first heat of that event 

will appear in Heat sub-window at the bottom of the screen.  If there are multiple 

heats, you can change heats by clicking the heat numbers to the right of the screen, 

about 2/3 of the way down. 

 

 No punctuation is necessary when entering times.  Enter 3456 and it will appear as 

34.56 when you hit <enter>.  Enter 12345 and it will appear as 1:23.45.  No more 

mental gymnastics are required to do conversions such as 1:57:43 to 117.43.  But you 

must enter all digits, including trailing zeros (i.e. 3120, not 312, to enter 31.20) if you 

skip punctuation. 

 

 Record DQs by clicking on the DQ box next to the time field. 

 

 For no-shows – i.e., no time for a swimmer on the time card, or no time card – just 

enter NS as the time for the swimmer.  

 

 If you have a swimmer who is disqualified without receiving a time then you can 

record either DQ or DNF (did not finish).   Do not record DFS (declared false start) 

as that will cause you problems in Team Manager later on. 

  
 If the name on the time card does not match the name on the screen, usually because 

of a substitution for a given event/heat/lane, you need to correct it in Hy-Tek.   
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To do this, click Adjust : F8 which will display a new window.  In the Adjust 

window, click the Show Eligible Athletes radio button.  Because you imported your 

roster, the swimmer on the time card will appear as an eligible swimmer. 

 

If the new swimmer is simply filling what was previously an empty lane, drag the 

swimmer on the time card from the list of eligible swimmers into the empty lane. 

 

If there is already a swimmer in the lane, double-click the swimmer that is already 

there to scratch her from the event.  Then drag the new swimmer into the lane as 

described in the previous paragraph.  

 

 If the new swimmer does not appear as an eligible swimmer then shame on someone 

for not importing their roster into the meet.  You now have to manually add the 

swimmer to the meet before you can add her to the event, and someone will have to 

detect and correct the inevitable spelling or birthday errors later.   

 

From the Adjust window, navigate to Athletes | Add to create the swimmer.  If you 

don’t know the correct birthday, make up a birthday that puts the swimmer in the 

correct age group (we suggest 01/01/yyyy so it will stand out better for correction 

later).  Make sure you put the athlete on the correct team and enter the correct gender.  

Then return to the Adjust window and add her to the event as described above. 

 

Jot down the names of any athletes you add to the meet in the manner described 

above. 

 

After the swimmer has finally been added to a heat, exit the Adjust window and then 

enter the swimmer’s time on the Run screen along with the other times for the heat.   

 

 Note that Hy-Tek does not auto-score events for you. You have to explicitly score 

each event by clicking the Score : Ctrl-S button or the Re-Score button.  

 

 If you change a time for a swimmer, and the change alters the ranking of the 

swimmers in the event, Hy-Tek will not automatically update the scores for you.  

Again, you have to explicitly re-score the event. 

 

 If you have already entered a time for a lane and subsequently change the swimmer in 

that lane via Adjust : F8 then Hy-Tek will erase the original time and you’ll have to 

re-enter it.  And then you’ll have to re-score the event. 

 

 After you have entered times for all swimmers for all ten Freestyle events, it’s time to 

do some printing.   

 

The first thing to do before printing anything is to click Re-Score from the Run 

screen menu.  This will ensure that all events are ranked and scored correctly before 

scores and results are announced and published.   

 

Go to Reports | Results and print the results for the first ten events.  You may print 
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results more frequently if you wish.  To get scores on your results report, select 

Include Team Scores – Combined from the Include in Report tab. Or you can use 

Reports | Scores to print a separate score sheet.  Give a copy to your announcer and 

post another copy on a wall somewhere.  Go to Labels | Awards and print ribbon 

labels for the first ten events, and then give the labels to the ribbon people.   

 

Repeat after each individual stroke block. 

 

 Unless you’ve changed the default option, note that Hy-Tek always displays a print 

preview screen before letting you print.  This is a nice feature, as it lets you verify 

that your options and selections are correct without using any paper. 

 

 For relay events, it’s pretty common for teams to change or shuffle their relay 

swimmers.  Watch for name changes on the time cards.  As with individual events, 

you should change the names in Hy-Tek to match what is on the time card.   

 

To modify relay names, click Rel Names : Ctrl-R which will display the relay editor 

window.  Highlight the team whose relay requires changes.  Double-click swimmers 

who are in the relay to remove them from the relay.  Drag swimmers from the 

Eligible Athletes list into a relay to add them.  Swap the relay legs of two swimmers 

that are already in the relay by dragging one of them on top of the other. 

 

 Enter times, NS’s, and DQ’s just as you did for the individual events.  Be sure to 

score or re-score events if you make changes to either swimmers or times. 

 

 Individual event substitutions 

 

A substitution has occurred when the name on the time card doesn’t match the name 

in Hy-Tek.  Keep a running list of these, and inform the Referee if either team 

exceeds their allowance of 5 individual event substitutions.  Substitutions are counted 

as follows: 

 

o Adding a swimmer to an empty lane counts as one (1) substitution 

o Replacing a swimmer with a different swimmer counts as one (1) substitution 

o Swapping the events of two swimmers counts as two (2) substitutions 

o Scratching a swimmer counts as zero (0) substitutions 

 

The cap on individual event substitutions is why the computer merge is an important 

moment during the meet.  The meet data as of the computer merge is the definitive 

record for determining what counts as a substitution. 

 

 Relay event substitutions 

 

There are no limits to relay event substitutions.  Relay entries before the merge are 

not even required, and the entries that are created before the merge almost always 

change. 
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Coach, Team Rep, or Clerk of Course must write the relay entrants in the correct 

order on the time card.  The time card will eventually make it to the scorer, who can 

correctly record the swimmers and the results.  Make sure that both the names of and 

order of swimmers on the time card are recorded in Hy-Tek. 

 

 After all fifty-three A-Meet events are complete, it’s a good idea to click the Re-

Score option from the Run screen menu.  This will re-score the entire meet, in case 

you missed an event, and re-compute the final score. 

 

 Print the meet results and award labels for the relays.  Post the meet results and give 

the labels to the ribbon people.   

 

 Print a complete copy of the A-meet results for the Referee, who will want to 

reconcile DQs, scratches, etc. with the in-meet notes from her/his meet sheet. 

 

 Print two (2) additional complete copies of the meet results to be signed by both 

Team Reps and by the Referee.  In additions to the meet results, navigate to Reports | 

Scores and select all the events and Combined Gender and use this score sheet as 

the meet cover sheet to be signed.  Each Team Rep gets one copy of the scores and 

results package. 

 

 While all this is happening, the IM events will be starting.  As the IM time cards 

begin rolling in, go back to the Run screen and start entering times.  You may use 

Sessions : F7 to select Session 2 and show only the IM events.  You’ll probably have 

to hop around between events as the Clerk of Course might combine genders and age 

groups so that the events run quickly.  All you need to do is get the correct time 

entered for the swimmer.   

 

 Please ensure that all IM time cards get entered into the same meet computer at the 

meet, and that the meet backup is taken from that computer.  This guarantees that all 

A-Meet IM times will be uploaded to the CSL web site. 

 

 After all the IM events are entered, you should back up your database via File | 

Backup and also copy it to some other independent media (e.g. flash/thumb drive), or 

you can email it to another computer.  Each team should get a copy of the full meet 

backup file, and a copy should be promptly emailed to CSL HyTec Committee 

(csl.htc.info@gmail.com) so that times and results can be posted quickly to the CSL 

web site. 

 

 Also, export a meet results file for the meet via File | Export | Results for Team 

Manager or SWIMS to the directory you created for this meet.  Include all teams 

involved in the meet.  A copy of this file should go to both teams.   

 

 

6. LOAD MEET RESULTS INTO TEAM PLATFORM(S).  The last set of tasks is to import 

the meet results into your team repositories, resolve any duplicate swimmer issues, perhaps run a 

mailto:csl.htc.info@gmail.com
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few more reports, and backup your team database.  This can be done after returning home from 

the meet. 

 

 Many teams store their meet results in more than one team platform.  For example, 

it’s common for TeamUnify teams to import their results into both TeamUnify and 

Team Manager, regardless of which platform is used to generate entries.   

 

So we’ll cover both here: 

 

 TeamUnify 

 

o Log in to TeamUnify 

 

o Recall that, during the meet, you might have had to manually add swimmers to 

Meet Manager because rosters were not imported.  TeamUnify requires that all of 

the information for a swimmer – first name, last name, middle initial, birthday, 

swimmer id – match exactly.  If it doesn’t match, you’ll end up creating a 

disenfranchised swimmer in TeamUnify and the swimmer’s parents will not be 

able to see her results. 

 

This being the case, you’ll need to: 

  

 Consult TeamUnify to obtain the correct information for any manually 

added swimmers 

 Correct the information in Meet Manager 

 Re-export meet results from Meet Manager 

 

Now you’re in a position to import the meet results into TeamUnify. 

 

o In TeamUnify, navigate to My Account | My Meet Results | Results by Meets 

tab 
 

o Click the Import Meet Results for my Team button 

 

o Click Choose File and open your meet results file 

 

o Check the Update meet entries with new best times checkbox.       

 

o Click Upload the file NOW! 

 

o Navigate to My Account | My Meet Results | Time Reports tab and run any 

TeamUnify reports that are appropriate for your team – Ladders (best times), 

Results by swimmer, etc.   

 

 Team Manager 
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o Open Team Manager 

 

o Import the meet results you created in step 5 via File | Import | Meet Results.  If 

you added any athletes to the meet while in Meet Manager, you will want to set 

the Add New Teams/Athletes checkbox.   

 

o If you didn’t already ensure correctness of information for manually added 

swimmers via the TeamUnify procedure above, you might end up with duplicate 

swimmer records in Team Manager after importing results.  

 

Refer to the list of swimmers that you hopefully jotted down earlier.  Find them 

on the Athletes screen in Team Manager – sort by name.  If you find duplicate 

names for a swimmer, open up each of the entries – one-at-a-time – and examine 

the information to decide which entry you want to keep.  Then drag the one you 

don’t want to keep onto the one you do want to keep and Hy-Tek will merge the 

two entries into one entry, retaining all times from both entries. 

 

o Run any Team Manager reports that are appropriate for your team – Ladders (best 

times), Results by swimmer, etc.  Also, if you maintain your team records in your 

Team Manager database, check for and update any new team records via Reports 

 Performance Reports  Record Match. 

 

o Backup your team database via File | Backup.  Again, copy the meet backup file 

to some independent media, such as a flash/thumb drive. 

 


